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Schildt's Classic C++Reference - Now Updated to include the new features of the C++Standard.
The International Standard for C++ added many new libraries, keywords, and features to C++ -- Learn about them all in this completely revised and updated Third Edition of Herb Schildt's outstanding classic.  In carefully organized chapters, you'll find expertly-crafted explanations, insider tips, and hundreds of examples that describe and demonstrate every aspect of C++. And just as you'd expect, everything is presented in the clear, uncompromising style that has made Herb the choice of millions. 

Whether you are a newcomer just learning C++ or an experienced pro coming up to speed on the new International Standard, you'll find C++: The Complete Reference a lasting resource that will help you maximize your programming efforts. You'd expect nothing less from Herb Schildt, the world's leading programming author.  Covering the entire C++ language, the book is organized into five parts: the C subset -- foundations of C++, C++, C++ Object Oriented features, the C++ Function Library, the C++ Class Library, and Applications. 

You'll find these topics and more inside:  


	Classes and objects 
	Constructors and deconstructors 
	Virtual functions and inheritance 
	The modern forms of new and delete 
	Function overloading 
	Operator overloading 
	Runtime type ID (RTTI) 
	Namespaces 
	Templates 
	Exception handling 
	The new casting operators 
	The new I/O library 
	The Standard Template Library (STL) 
	Algorithms, iterators, and predicates 
	The principles of Object Oriented Programming 



Author Herb Schildt is the world's best-selling C++ author with more than 2 million books sold. The most complete coverage of the newly updated ANSI C++ Standard--including updated material on the STL, namespace naming methods, an new classes. An easy-to-follow, three-part organization: I) Description of the root of C++; II) Detailed coverage of C++'s OOP components and classes; III) Effective C++ software application development.       
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Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded Systems with UML and MARTE: Developing Cyber-Physical Systems (The MK/OMG Press)Morgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded Systems with UML and MARTE explains how to apply the complex MARTE standard in practical situations. This approachable reference provides a handy user guide, illustrating with numerous examples how you can use MARTE to design and develop real-time and embedded systems and software.
...
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Understanding Environmental Pollution: A PrimerCambridge University Press, 2004
Understanding Environmental Pollution has been updated and almost completely revised. The book summarizes the basics of pollution, working to use language understandable to those with limited science background, while remaining useful to those with more. The impacts of pollution on environmental health receive greater attention in this edition, and...
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Think Perl 6: How to Think Like a Computer ScientistO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Want to learn how to program and think like a computer scientist? This practical guide gets you started on your programming journey with the help of Perl 6, the younger sister of the popular Perl programming language. Ideal for beginners, this hands-on book includes over 100 exercises with multiple solutions, and more than 1,000 code...
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The Real MCTS SQL Server 2008 Exam 70-432 Prep Kit: Database Implementation and MaintenanceSyngress Publishing, 2009
SQL Server 2008 is the latest update to Microsoft's flagship database management system. This is the largest update since SQL Server 2005. SQL Server 2008 is a much more significant update than SQL Server 2005, because it brings increased ability to deliver data across more platforms, and thus many different types of devices. New functionality also...
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Islamic Leviathan: Islam and the Making of State Power (Religion and Global Politics)Oxford University Press, 2001


	Over the course of the past two decades Islamism has exercised a growing influence

	on politics in Muslim countries from Morocco to Malaysia. In some

	instances this trend has led to regime change as in Iran and Sudan, but more

	often, it has ensconced Islamic norms, symbols, and rhetoric in the public

	sphere, and in the process,...
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Modeling and Application of Electromagnetic and Thermal Field in Electrical EngineeringSpringer, 2019

	Co-authored by an international research group with a long-standing cooperation, this book focuses on engineering-oriented electromagnetic and thermal field modeling and application. It presents important contributions, including advanced and efficient finite element analysis used in the solution of electromagnetic and thermal field problems for...
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